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Abstract

We have designed and implemented a toolkit for real-time ani-
mation of virtual 3D talking head, “Artificial Person”. Synchro-
nized auditory and visual speech are automatically produced
from input text, which can be enriched by user definable com-
mands to perform specific gestures, as for example head nod-
ding or facial expressions. The toolkit is extensible through ex-
ternal configuration files, so new actions can be quickly added.
We have configured the Artificial Person to display facial ex-
pressions and phoneme articulations. Modular design of the
toolkit allows to easily replace parts of the system or to detach
and run them on different computers. Artificial Person can be
used to produce controllable stimuli in psychophysical and neu-
rophysiological research on audio-visual perception of speech
and emotions.

1. Introduction

Computer graphic animation of human face has been quickly
maturing in past several years. There are many systems avail-
able for facial animation and a large number of systems is under
intensive development [19]. The development aims at various
applications in, e.g., entertainment, education, and speech ther-
apy. Because they can be made fully controllable, facial anima-
tions are also useful stimuli in basic neurocognitive research.

Multiple approaches to facial animation exist, spanning from
displaying pre-stored images to simulation of muscle and skin
tissue. Physical simulation can provide realistic results [1, 18,
20], but creating a specific facial expressions and phoneme ar-
ticulations is not straightforward since it requires to determine
proper activation levels of a large number of muscles. Further
drawback of physically based models emerges with real-time
animation, as those models tend to be computationally expen-
sive. Due to aforementioned shortcomings, parametric model-
ing approach pioneered by Parke [13] has served as a base for
many facial animation systems [2, 11]. We have also used the
model in our previous version of Finnish Talking Head [12].
The Parke’s model did not pay any attention to real facial mus-
cle activations and the parameterization was created solely to
direct deformations of the surface to create facial expressions.
Such a model had very low computational demands, but still it
could be easily extended to imitate many types of facial move-
ments. A drawback in parameterization and some muscle-based
schemes, however, is that the result of simultaneous activation
of multiple parameters may be unpredictable. Beskow [3] has
proposed a deformation scheme in which modification of poly-
gon surface is driven by an expected result. The scheme is a
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Figure 1: Schema of the Artificial Person animation toolkit

modification of Parke’s model, in that it brings predictability to
the result of parameter combination.

The aim of our work is to create a tool that can be used to pro-
duce realistic facial animation in which facial movements can
be manipulated in a systematic way. Such a tool may be used to
create controllable stimuli for psychophysical and neurophysi-
ological research. A requirement for the tool is the possibility
to configure it from real data.

2. Toolkit description

The Artificial Person toolkit consists of four main modules
(Fig. 1): User command interpreter, Speech synthesizer, In-
ternal command translator, and Animator. User command in-
terpreter is responsible for interaction with user of the toolkit,
it analyses user commands and calls upon a speech synthesizer.
The synthesizer produces a binary speech data and a list of ar-
ticulatory commands. The synthesizer can also be programmed
to produce commands for visual speech prosody. Output of the
synthesizer is processed by the command translator. For each
command on the input, the translator looks through a command
library and creates one or several new commands, which control
the animator.

The description of an animated object and a set of deformation
rules are stored in external configuration and library files, re-
spectively. The separation of an execution and configuration
parts greatly increases flexibility in tailoring the animation. In
fact, the toolkit can be used to animate any 3D polygonal object.
Our focus, however, is on modeling and animation of human
face.
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Figure 2: Facial model.

2.1. Speech synthesizer

Text-to-speech synthesis is implemented using Festival speech
synthesizer [17], Finnish voice for Festival was made at the Uni-
versity of Helsinki [16]. Festival converts the input text into a
waveform and provides timing information for phones and di-
phones which we consequently use to calculate times for visual
articulation commands.

2.2. Face deformation scheme

Realistic, intelligible animated speech and faithful display of fa-
cial expressions require a highly deformable facial model with
sufficient geometric complexity. The facial model in our toolkit
has been created by modifying a 3D face mesh available from
University of Washington [14]. We added eyes and teeth to the
original model, modified eye openings, and grafted mouth re-
gion including lips by high-order deformable surface (Fig. 2).

The static 3D mesh is animated using a generalized parameter-
ization approach. It builds upon Parke’s parameterization con-
cept in that the mesh is deformed by a weighted superposition
of linear transformations. Contrary to Parke’s model, the defor-
mation weights are separated from the animation engine, over-
coming one of original’s model limitations.

Each parameter in the model is associated with a subset of mesh
vertices, its influence region. When the parameter is set to a
value � , each vertex

�
in the influence region is transformed to

a new location ��� , given as� ��� � ���	�
���� � ������ ����� � � � (1)

where ��� is a coordinate of vertex
�

in a rest pose, �� ��� is
transformation matrix, and �
� is the weight for the vertex

�
. If

several parameters influence the vertex, its position is calculated
as a superposition of single transformations:

��� � ��� ������� � � �� ��� ��� �  � � ��� ��� � (2)

Parameters are organized in a tree structure, which correlate
with hierarchy of imitated deformations. For example wrin-
kling of chin depends on jaw opening, which is dependent on

head movement, etc. Within the tree, transformations propagate
from parents to their ancestors:

� �!  � ! � �"� !  � ! � ����#
 � # �
where � # is transformation for parent parameter and � ! are
transformations for each of its children.

Parameters are split into two groups. Parameters in the first
group correspond to all nonleave nodes in the parameter tree
and they control deformations originated from skeletal and
other rigid motion, like head movements, jaw opening, and eye
rotation. Parameters in the second group correspond to leave
nodes and they control all other deformations. The reason to di-
vide parameters into groups is to simplify computation of final
vertex locations after superimposing rigid and nonrigid defor-
mations.

Weights for the parameters in the first group have to be normal-
ized for each vertex

�
, thus:

�
k $ group % � �

� �'& for each
�

The normalization is necessary in order to guarantee that overall
effect of any parameter would sum to unity during propagation
of transformations. The normalization is done in the animation
engine. The weights for the parameters in the second group are
not normalized.

The face mesh is transformed in two stages. First, transforma-
tions for parameters from the first group are applied to a mesh
in rest position:

� ��� � ��� ()+* � �
k $ group % � �

� �-,.� ��  � � �/� *10324

The result mesh is further modified by transformations for pa-
rameters from the second group to yield final face mesh:

� ��� � ��� () * � �
k $ group 5 � �

� � , � ��  � � �/� * 0 24

We use homogeneous coordinates throughout our animation en-
gine, as they let all vertex transformations and composition of
transformations to be represented simply by matrix multiplica-
tions.

2.2.1. Transformation types

The deformation scheme does not depend on type of transfor-
mations represented by matrices � . However, we restricted our-
selves to two most practical transformations, translation and ro-
tation, respectively1. The rotation is used both for apparently
rotational movements, like head nodding, jaw opening, or gaze
direction, and for translations along curved surfaces, like for
instance rising brows. Translations are currently used only for
articulatory movements.

1Note that translation can be in practice approximated by a rotation
with large radius.



Figure 3: A snapshot of a tool for modifying deformations.

2.2.2. Configuring the model

Creating set of parameters and defining influence region to-
gether with respective weights manually is rather tedious work
and requires lots of skills. Automatic or semiautomatic means
are typically based on statistical analysis of selected facial
poses. The poses can be modeled by an artist, be created by
digitizing postures of human actor, or be a result of animating
other computer model. The last approach lets to take advantage
of realism of complex physically based models, while retaining
comparably low computational cost involved with linear trans-
formations. Such approach allows real-time animation of com-
plex dynamic models using new features of commodity graph-
ics hardware [6]. Parameters statistically derived from lip poses
using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) were successfully
used to control linear model of visual articulation, e.g. [15].
Others used PCA to create linear model for animating larger
part of the face [5, 9]. In our animation model, we use PCA
to derive articulatory parameters controlling lips and adjacent
area (Section 3.1). All the other parameters and their influence
regions are currently set up manually using for that purpose spe-
cially devised tool (Fig. 3).

2.3. Animation control

Deformations of the face mesh are controlled on two levels of
abstraction. At a low level of control, user can directly modify
activation level of any parameter separately. At a higher level,
rather than specifying activation of each parameter individually,
user gives commands making, e.g., the head to animate a facial
expression or change gaze direction. The high-level commands
may result in activation of several parameters. The correspon-
dence between high-level command and the activation levels of
involved parameters is defined in external animator library. An
indirect control of deformations also brings independence from
particular facial geometry and parameter set.

Toolkit user is free to create its own high-level commands by
simply extending the animator library. In the library he defines
parameters of the command, like duration or amplitude, set of
parameters that are going to be activated, time course of activa-
tion level for each parameter, and a name of the function which
will be used to expand the high-level command into a sequence
of low-level commands. Both high-level and low-level com-
mands are written in XML format. We created a specific format
for library files.

Following example illustrates commands and library file for
head nodding. Actions to be taken for head nodding are defined
in the library file:

$command = HeadNod
$mandatory = at
$optional = amplitude=100, count=1,
period=500,
frequency=1, end=1000
$interp = linear
amplitude = 0,0; 333,0.15; 666,0;
833,-0.025; 1000,0
$proc = periodic

The file lists, in this order, name of the command, name of
mandatory parameter(s), names of optional parameters with
their default values, method of interpolation for parameter val-
ues, for each parameter that needs to be activated a list of time-
value pairs, and finally the name of an expansion procedure.

The parameter activations defined in the library file are scaled
by a factor given as a value of parameter amplitude within
high-level command. The value is specified in percents. Pa-
rameter amplitude is optional and its default value is 100%.
The rest of optional parameters are the parameters of the expan-
sion procedure. Procedure periodic can replicate a single action
multiple times. The number of repetitions and a length of a sin-
gle action (one head nod in this example) are computed from
parameters count, period, frequency, and end. Obvi-
ously, not all four parameters are needed to define a periodic
action.

Now assume that the user issues high-level command

<HeadNod at=”1000” amplitude=”60”
count=”2”>

Such a command would be translated into one low-level com-
mand:

<HeadNod at="1000" amplitude="0"
at="1166.5" amplitude="0.09"
at="1333" amplitude="0"
at="1416.5" amplitude="-0.015"
at="1500" amplitude="0"
at="1666.5" amplitude="0.09"
at="1833" amplitude="0"
at="1916.5" amplitude="-0.015"
at="2000" amplitude="0">

2.4. Texture

To improve face appearance, the face surface can be textured
using photographs. Texture is created by blending photographs
taken from two perpendicular directions (front and side) so that
all viewpoints around the head are covered [10].

Coordinates of texture points corresponding to vertices in
polygonal face model were found semi-automatically. First,



Figure 4: Texture mapped Artificial Person before (left) and
after (right) mesh deformation.

texture coordinates for a subset of pre-selected vertices were
adjusted manually and then an automatic algorithm was applied
to find the texture coordinates of remaining vertices. The al-
gorithm is also able to deform the original face mesh from the
texture coordinates (Fig. 4) [7]. The deformed mesh, however,
cannot yet be animated. Automatic adjustment of deformation
parameters is under development.

2.5. Implementation

The toolkit is mainly written in C++, the rendering is performed
using standard 3D-graphics libraries. In addition, the command
translator uses lex, lexical analyzer builder, and a part of the
synthesizer is written in sheme, the language used in Festival
speech synthesizer. Modeling interface for creating configura-
tion and library files is written in Matlab. The Artificial Person
system currently runs on Windows and Linux.

3. Specific configuration

Present configuration contains parameterization of articulatory
movements, movements needed to pose facial expressions, and
basic head movements, like nodding or turning. Articulatory
parameters were derived from captured motion using PCA. Pa-
rameterization of movements for creating facial expressions and
basic head movements were set up manually.

3.1. Articulatory movements

3.1.1. Data collection

We have captured motion of selected locations on a face of two
Finnish speakers during reading short stories, short sentences,
and uttering artificially created words. The stories and sen-
tences were carefully selected to provide distinctive speech and
visual prosody. The words were combinations of Finnish vow-
els and consonants in two types of contexts: 1) VCVCV with
all Finnish consonants in the context of three corner vowels ’a’,
’i’, ’u’; 2) V1CV2CV2 with all Finnish vowels in place of vowel
V1 and vowels ’a’, ’i’, ’u’ in place of V2 in the context of all
Finnish consonants. The sets contained altogether 627 words.

32 markers (Fig. 5) were attached to speakers face at positions
selected to capture articulatory movements, as well as visual

Figure 5: Positions of facial markers. Some of them (9.x, 20.x)
are used as reference points.

prosody, like head and eyebrow movements and eye blinks. The
positions were a subset of MPEG4 points and some additional
locations to capture head motion. The motion of points was
captured by MacReflex, a 3D optical tracker, at 60 frames per
second. From the set of all 32 markers, only 9 were so far used
in creating a motion model (markers 8.x and 2.1).

3.1.2. Model creation

A 3D linear model for articulatory movements results from a
statistical analysis of point positions in selected frames in the
captured motion. Frames for all vowels and consonants in a sub-
set of all recorded contexts were selected manually with a help
of time course of relevant coordinates, e.g. coordinates of point
2.1 reveal opening of a jaw on which basis we selected frames
for vowel ’a’ and closed consonants like ’m’ or ’p’. Multistage
PCA [15] was applied to a set of coordinates for points on a lip
edge (8.x) and a jaw (2.1). Application of PCA in stages lets to
select preferred motion for each principal component. We have
selected first five principal components for our linear model.
Three most significant components correspond roughly to jaw
opening, mouth widening, and lip protrusion. A similar result
was obtained by Reveret and Essa [15].

In the next step, one translation parameter per principal compo-
nent was defined, thus the superposition of deformations pro-
duced by each parameter separately (Equation 2) provide a lin-
ear estimation of visual articulation from PCA parameters. The
region affected by articulatory parameters spans jaw, lips, and
close surrounding of lips. Cheeks, for example, are outside this
region.

3.2. Facial expressions

Model of facial expressions in Artificial Person is based on
FACS (Facial Action Coding System [4]). FACS is a facial ac-
tion recognition and classification system that is based on real
facial anatomy. The original aim of FACS was to be comprehen-
sive enough for classifying all visually distinguishable actions
on the human face.



Figure 6: Examples of facial expressions: neutral (top), sad
(left), and surprise (right).

FACS itself describes the facial actions on an objective level.
The description does not consider e.g. to which affect or emo-
tion the facial expression corresponds. It is because FACS is by
origin a tool for interpreting, not modeling facial expressions.
However, because of its comprehensiveness, it is possible to use
FACS also for defining simplified prototypes of affective facial
expressions.

FACS describes facial actions by Action Units (AU). There are
in total 44 different AU. To classify AU from still picture or
video, FACS coder has to pay special attention to subtle visual
effects caused by the muscular actions, such as movement of
the facial skin, skin wrinkling and bulging. Also the interaction
caused by AU combinations has to be taken into account.

The deformation mechanism of Artificial Person is geometrical,
so it is not possible to model muscle anatomy in details. How-
ever, by founding the expression model on FACS, it is possible
to make a crude estimation of facial muscle anatomy. We se-
lected a subset of AU for our model. Table 1 describes selected
AUs and the number of parameters used to model them. Figure
6 shows example of modeled facial expressions. A creator of
the expressions was a certified FACS coder.

4. Evaluation

We evaluated identification and naturalness of facial expres-
sions displayed by Artificial Person toolkit and we compared
the performance to expressions performed by several human ac-
tors [8]. In the evaluation, we used both static pictures and short

AU Name Num.of
params

AU1 Inner brow raiser 2
AU2 Outer brow raiser 2
AU4 Brow lowerer 2
AU5/41 Upper lid raiser/lid droop 2
AU6 Cheek raiser 2
AU7 Lid tightener 2
AU9 Nose wrinkler 4
AU10 Upper lip raiser 3
AU11 Nasolabial furrow deepener 2
AU12 Lip corner puller 2
AU15 Lip corner depressor 2
AU16/17 Lower lip depressor/Chin raiser 3
AU20 Lip stretcher 2
AU23/24 Lip tightener/presser 3
AU25/26/27 Lips part/Jaw drop/Mouth stretch 1
AU38/39 Nostril dilator/compressor 2

Table 1: Selected action units

video sequences. The results showed that subjects could iden-
tify facial expressions posed by Artificial Person. However, the
static fear and surprise expressions were confused. Dynamic
presentation improved distinction between fear and surprise.
More detailed results and discussion is presented in [8]. The
quality of audio-visual speech has yet to be evaluated.

5. Conclusions

The toolkit described here uses a parameterized approach to
provide a platform for real-time animation of synchronized
audio-visual speech and displaying facial expressions. The
toolkit is fully configurable and able to use data from motion
capture or animate computationally expensive muscle based
model to achieve good degree of realism while retaining suf-
ficiently low computational cost for real-time animation. In the
configuration, real data can be combined with manually created
deformations, when for example, fine-tuning is needed or real
data are not available. Although manual configuration presents
a great challenge, we succeeded to configure the toolkit for an-
imating facial expressions.

The visual articulation model does not take into account coar-
ticulation, which remains to be a subject of future analysis of
motion capture data. Another future task is to incorporate some
visual prosody features.
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